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[0,+40] valleys, tny : t7\ t ffir: ffir for the [0,0*a] valleys [2],
V(X,Y,z) is the cross-sectional potential, and X(X,Y,z) is an
eigenfunction.

The effective potential U,x(D calculated using eq. (2) and
the data shown in Fig. 3 with the assumption of a rectangular
cross-sectional shape is shown in Fig. 4. This figure shows
that there is only one potential barrier without a potential well
corresponding to an island for all valleys. Therefore, it is con-
cluded that a potential profile responsible for SET operation
cannot be produced only by structural modification.

3. Effect of Oxidation-lnduced Strain
Oxidation of a Si nano-sfucture generates a huge amount

of compressive stess, more than 20000 atn [3]. The compres-
sive stain caused by this stess can exceed I Vo and this strain
can reduce the bandgap more than 0.1 eV [a]. The bandgap
change, obtained using the first-principles calculation, is shown
in Fig. 5 as a fuirction of the wire direction on the (001) plane.
It can be seen that the bandgap reduction for the [0,0,+a] valleys
does not depend on the wire direction so much. Therefore, it is
possible that the compressive stess generated during PADOX
reduces the bandgap and forms a potential well around the cen-
ter ofthe wire stably for these valleys.

Thle reduction of the bandgap A E6 can be introduced to
the effective potential as U6(D-0.75 A Eo for all valleys if we
use the value of 75 %o as the conduction band offset ratio [5].
This is because the effective masses and the positions of valley
minima do not change appreciably regardless of the sfain.

The modified effective potentials taking into account the
bandgap reduction by compressive stain are shown in Fig. 6
with the assumption that the compressive stain appears only in
the cental part of the wire region. Figure 6 shows that it is
possible that a SET operates reasonably under the modified
effective potential for the [0,0,+a] valleys.

4. Conclusions
We have investigated the effect of an oxidation-induced

strain in Si SETs fabricated using PADOX and have proposed a
probable mechanism of the formation of the potential profile
responsible for SET operation. The compressive stain gener-
ated dwing PADOX forms a potential well that corresponds to
an island in a tunnel barrier produced by the reduction of width
in a wire region.
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l.Introduction
A method using p4ttem-dependent sxidation @ADOX) to

fabricate a Si SET operable at relatively high temperatures is a
reproducible and contollable one []. With this method, a Si
wire on a SIMOX substate is converted through mechanical
stess during the oxidation into a small Si island sandwiched
between two tunnel barriers. For this kind of SET, however,
the origin of the potential profile responsible for SET operation
has not yet been clarified completely. In this paper, we inves-
tigate the effect of an oxidation-induced stain dwing PADOX
and describe a probable mechanism of the formation of this
potential profile.

2. Effective Potential Taking into Account Only Structural
Modification

Figure I shows a schematic diagram of a Si SET fabricated
using PADOX and the coordinate system. The Si SET fabri-
cated on a (001) SIMOX subsfiate still has a [ lO]-oriented wire
region even after PADOX. A three-dimensional model image
and the AFM-measured width and thickness along the Y axis of
this wire region are shown in Figs. 2 and3.

Here, we investigate an effective potential UdV) which
determines the electon motion along the wire region, using the
data shown in Fig. 3 within the effective mass theory. The
effective mass equation that includes U6(n for an electron in
three pairs of valleys along the [00], [010] and [001] axes (in
this paper we denote these six valleys as [*40,0], [0,*a,0] and

[0,0,+a] valleys) can be well approximated for the gentle stuc-
tural modification shown in Fig. 3 as

{ **.u*@}d4=uilY)'
where ft is the reduced Planck constant, my is (m, + ml2 for
ilre [*a,0,0] and [0,+a"0] valleys (m,:0.l9ms is the fiansverse
mass, ry:0.98ms is the longitudinal mass and mo is electon
rest mass), my is m, for the [0,0,+a] valleys [2], / (I) is an
envelope fimction, and the effective potential Ufi(n is given as

the eigenvalue of the following two-dimensional eigenvalue
equation in which tsis regarded as aparameter.
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where mx 1ffit Hr l(m, + m,), ffir: ffit for the [+a,0,0] and
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Fig. 4 Effective potmtial along the Y ads measu€d from tlre bomom ofttre
conduction bard in bulk Si.
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Fig 5 Calculdedbadgapchangeas afirnctionofSiwiredirection d (se
Fig" l)whenatwodimensional strainofl %isappliodpe,rperF

dicular to tre Si wire direction
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Fig. 6 Modifid effective potential along the Y aris measurCId from dre

botom of tre conduction band in bulk Si, hking into account the bandgap

reduction by compressive Sain as aparameter.
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Fg. I Sdrernatic diagram of a Si SET frbricated using PADOX ard tre
coordinme qystem 0 is ar argle fiom tre x ads on tre (001) plane.

Fig 2 Threedimensional model inrage offfre Si wire region afterPADOX
The outline oftris irnage was deternined by tre AFM-meastred data slrown

inFig 3.
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Fig. 3 AFM-measured widftr and trickness ofthe Si wire region along ttre Y
acis. The widtr after removing tlre oxide laya was evaluated by means of
the critical dimension method based on the image reconstruction [fl. The

thickness of the hirid Si was calculated fiom a heieht di$ribution of fre
oxide urface [{.
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